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bstract
This paper addresses multisensory data fusion for unknown systems. The main focus is on identifying and dealing with uncertainty
nd inconsistent conditions. Most data fusion methods depends on system behavior, which do not allow to easily deal with unknown
ystems. This method, works based on a clustering technique followed by an MLP predictor. It is specifically designed for unknown
ystems in uncertain and inconsistent conditions. However, it can also be applied for known and exact sources. When the sources
ontain uncertainty and inconsistency, data fusion may fail. The proposed method can recognize and remove the inconsistent data
oints and produces reliable results. The experimental results on both synthetic and real data confirm the effectiveness of the
roposed approach.
 2016 Electronics Research Institute (ERI). Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC
Y-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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.  Introduction
Data fusion is an advanced technique to combine information coming from several sources in order to obtain more
ccurate results. For example, human brain uses data fusion by combining sight, smell, touch, hearing, and taste to
ake an inference regarding the surrounding environment.
Data fusion is a useful tool in many fields such as robotics, image processing, sensor networks and etc. It also has
pplications beyond engineering fields such as variety of sciences, management, medical and etc. The core concept of
ata fusion is so popular that it may be used in any ordinary area of our lives, in different ways, and thus with differentPlease cite this article in press as: Alyannezhadi, M.M., et al., An efficient algorithm for multisensory data fusion under uncertainty
condition. J. Electr. Syst. Inform. Technol. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jesit.2016.08.002
erminologies.
There are many definitions of data fusion; for example, Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDL) describes data
usion as “multilevel, multifaceted process handling the automatic detection, association, correlation, estimation, and
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combination of data and information from several sources” (White, 1991). In Khaleghi et al. (2013), authors provide a
more comprehensive definition. They say that “Information fusion is the study of efficient methods for automatically or
semi-automatically transforming information from different sources and different points in time into a representation
that provides effective support for human or automated decision making”.
In general, each individual source may provide imprecise and inconsistent data. This incurs a sort of uncertainty
about the sources behavior. One of the outcome of a data fusion method could be reducing such uncertainty. However,
one should expect that if a number of sources provide inconsistent data, the overall performance might be lower than
that of each of individual source (Abdulhafiz and Khamis, 2013).
There are many different data fusion techniques in the literature for multiple sensor systems. One of the well-
established methods for this paper is Kalman filtering, such as the work in (Carlson, 1990, 1994) for data with the
similar sampling rate. A federated ensemble Kalman filter was proposed by Kazerooni et al. (2013). Two different
methods based on H-infinity filters (Hou et al., 2013) and particle filters (Khan et al., 2011) also presented, which
mainly work based on state estimators. Other approaches such as fuzzy logic (Naeem et al., 2012), neural networks
(Fincher and Max, 1990), and genetic algorithms (GA) (Liu et al., 1996) can be categorized as artificial intelligence
techniques for data fusion. It is also interesting that one can use Wavelet analysis for this purpose such as the works in
(Chou et al., 1994; Zhang et al., 2004).
Safari et al. (2014) proposed a method for known systems based on a mathematical model. Their method is based
on state space model including all sensor systems. The data fusion stage in their work is accomplished using a neural
network after applying to the outputs of multiple Kalman filters.
In addition to handling the inconsistency and uncertainty, data fusion can reduce data volume size. This leads to
a compression regime for storage or transmission purposes. One such important outcome can be in wireless sensor
network (WSN) where package size reduction is an important issue regarding energy saving during data transmission
(Hall and Llinas, 1997).
Fusing data in uncertainty conditions requires two main steps; (i) the data fusion approach and (ii) a tool for
handling uncertainty and inconsistency. Dempster-Shafer (DS) theory is an approach to assign beliefs to evidence with
combination rule. In DS theory, each source can have a different level of detail (Durrant-Whyte and Henderson, 2008).
This mathematical definition is a theory of evidence because it deals with weights of evidence and with numerical
degree of support based in evidence. Moreover, because of focuses on the fundamental operation of probable reasoning,
it is a theory of probable reasoning (Shafer, 1976).
Simplified Bayesian is a data fusion approach for combining sources to estimate system state. It is a statistical
algorithm that uses observation or measurement to fusing data. This approach needs a priori probability (Abdulhafiz
and Khamis, 2013). In Garg et al. (2006), authors have been proposed a modified Bayesian approach to consider
measurement inconsistency. Simplified Bayesian does not have any control to spurious sensor. Modified Bayesian
approach deals with uncertainty and inconsistency by considering maximum expected difference between observations
or measurements.
We proposed a definition of data fusion in uncertainty condition, “data fusion is combining several uncertainty
sources to make an effective representation for human or machine by ability to handle uncertainty and inconsistency”.
In this paper we propose a method to identify and manage data uncertainty and inconsistency and finally to fusion
the input data. Our proposed method is designed for unknown systems. Unknown system is a system that human or
machine does not known the dynamic equations. The proposed method consists of three major steps; (1) clustering of
observations or measurements, (2) prediction of current state with previous fused data, (3) updating the predictor at
step 2. We proposed a specific clustering method at steps 1. For prediction in step 2, we use Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP). Finally, a new update algorithm is proposed for step 3.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the proposed method is presented. Section 3 is
devoted to experimental results. Finally, conclusion and future work are drawn in Section 4.
2.  The  proposed  methodPlease cite this article in press as: Alyannezhadi, M.M., et al., An efficient algorithm for multisensory data fusion under uncertainty
condition. J. Electr. Syst. Inform. Technol. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jesit.2016.08.002
The proposed method in this paper, is based on two key conditions, (i) the system is unknown and (ii) sources have
uncertainty and inconsistency. Unknown systems in this work means those systems with unidentified characteristics
and mathematical models. The major difference between known and unknown systems is data fusion in known system
is data fusion is possible with two sensors, because in known systems mathematical equation of systems help to data
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usion. However, in unknown system we need to numerous sensors to identifying and handling the inconsistency and
ncertainty. In addition, there are many cases in the real world that the incoming sources are inconsistent such as
eather prediction data with no physical sensors. This is a worst case scenario and although our proposed method
esigned for above conditions, it can work with known systems and exact sources.
The proposed method in this work is based on a clustering scheme where new prediction update rules for the MLP
redictor are defined. The steps of the proposed method is described as follows:
i. Clustering observation or measurement in time t and processing on clusters
ii. Prediction of fused data with Multi-Layer Perceptron
ii. Update prediction with observations or measurements
It is worth noting that steps 2 and 3 from above procedure are not always required to be performed. This has been
xplained in detail in the following subsections.
.1.  Clustering  and  processing  of  clusters
The main task in this stage is to divide observation set into clusters such that all cluster members are compatible,
aving values with a small variation. In other words, the cluster members should not be too far from each other. In this
aper, the following algorithm is proposed to obtain a unique clustering.
Suppose that observations of m  sensors are denoted by the set Zt = {z1t, z2t, .  . ., zit . . ., zmt}. Note that zit indicates
he observed data coming from the ith sensor at “time” or “turn” t. The aim is to cluster Zt into segments so that they
ave distance d from each other. This is carried out for each observation zit  Zt such that:
i. If there exist a cluster with distance less than or equal d from zit, this member will be added to this cluster. Otherwise,
a new cluster with that single member is created.
i. The distance between any two clusters will be checked. If there are two clusters with distance less than or equal d,
they will merge.
In this paper, distance between a cluster and a data point is defined as the minimum distance between each datum in
he cluster and datum of interest. Distance between two clusters is defined as minimum distance between each datum
n a cluster with another cluster.
In general, partitions of a set Zt leads to subsets which their union is equal to Zt. These subsets are non-empty and
on-overlapping (Mansour and Mbarieky, 2009). Our clustering is one of partitions of set Zt. In order to obtain a subset
hich resembles the above specific cluster, it is sufficient to apply two following conditions:
i. Distance between every two subsets is greater than d.
i. zit and zjt are members of one subset if only if distance between zit and zjt is less than or equal to d.
Among all partitions, only one will satisfy all the above conditions. In other words, adding these conditions allows
s to identify only one specific subset. Therefore, if one does not apply any condition on the partitions, finding the
ubset of interest will be a difficult task.
Moreover, if a cluster contains more than half of the sources, then it is expected that the members of this cluster
re representatives of the fused data. Therefore the mean value of the cluster is presented as cluster center, and the
lgorithm terminates. In addition, in cases where the observations are divided into several adequately large clusters
nd a few very small clusters, the small clusters will be ignored. The reason for doing this is that we expect members
f those small clusters have inconsistency and therefore removing them from the system observation can improve the
verall performance.Please cite this article in press as: Alyannezhadi, M.M., et al., An efficient algorithm for multisensory data fusion under uncertainty
condition. J. Electr. Syst. Inform. Technol. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jesit.2016.08.002
.2.  Prediction  of  fused  data  with  multi-layer  perceptron
Multilayer perceptron is a kind of neural network with ability to map inputs to outputs. In this part of proposed
ethod, we used MLP with one hidden layer. In our MLP, the size of hidden layer is similar to that of input layer.
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The required input data for MLP is generated from raw data. We mean by raw data, the fused sources obtained from
previous turns (times), using our proposed method. The inputs for MLP, are provided by using a sliding window over
the raw data. Each window is considered as one input and the immediate data point after the corresponding window
is kept as output of MLP. This process is repeated by sliding the window with step-size one, until reaching to the end
of the raw data. Length of this sliding window is dependent to total length of raw data. The best window size can be
selected empirically. In order to do this, we propose to apply our MLP to one of the sources and with different sliding
window sizes. Then, the window size that gives the best results can be considered for our data fusion approach.
It sometimes happen that raw data, e.g. temperature data from long time ago, exist in our database. It may not be
useful to take all the data points for the predictor in the proposed method. In fact, very old data, e.g. acquired three
month ago, may behave differently compared to what we are acquiring now. In these cases, it is reasonable to remove
old parts of data and only consider fresh parts to generate the inputs for the predictor. In general, we do not known
when exactly the system behavior varies. This is due to our initial assumption for designing a method for unknown
system. Therefore, we remove some previous old data to have a constant length raw data to be processed for generating
inputs of MLP predictor.
2.3.  Update  prediction  with  observations  or  measurements
In this section, we explain how to update prediction results of MLP predictor, discussed in previous section. This can
be achieved using m uncertain sources observation. However, only some observations are considered here, as the rest
has been removed using the proposed clustering process explained in Section 2.1. Let us consider zˆ as the prediction
of MLP predictor. Then, we have:
xf =
m∑
i=1
Wi
1
α  +  | ˆZ  −  zi|
(1)
In this equation, xf is fused observation from m uncertain sources. zi is observation from ith source and Wi is weight
of this observation or measurement. Also, α  is defined as impact factor of zˆ. Eq. (3) is a condition to solve Eq. (1). We
choose Wi as in Eq. (4) to satisfy our conditions.
W  = [W1 W2 .  . .  Wm
] (2)
m∑
i=1
Wi =  1 (3)
Wi = 1
α  +  | ˆZ  −  zi|
∗ 1∑m
j=11/
(
α  +  | ˆZ  −  zj|
) (4)
3.  Experimental  results
In this section, we will investigate the effect of impact factor and first prediction at stage 2. Consider we have 5
sources with values {100, 103, 96, 92, and 107}. We calculate fusion of sources with different prediction values. Fig. 1
shows that when predictor works incorrectly, the proposed method ignores the prediction automatically and fused data
tends to the average of observations or measurements. However, those outputs of MLP that follow the observations
characteristics will have more effects on the fused data.
The same experiment was repeated with the new source value {67, 45, 78, 55 and 53}  and the results are shown inPlease cite this article in press as: Alyannezhadi, M.M., et al., An efficient algorithm for multisensory data fusion under uncertainty
condition. J. Electr. Syst. Inform. Technol. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jesit.2016.08.002
Fig. 2.
To evaluate the effects of impact factor, consider 5 sources with values {50, 52, 48, 46 and 58}. We calculate fusion
of sources with different impact factor values. Fig. 3 shows when impact factor increases, fused data tends to average
of observations. However, as the impact factor tends to zero, the proposed method can better recognize the existing
uncertainty and inconsistency of data.
Please cite this article in press as: Alyannezhadi, M.M., et al., An efficient algorithm for multisensory data fusion under uncertainty
condition. J. Electr. Syst. Inform. Technol. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jesit.2016.08.002
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Fig. 1. Role of prediction into fused data.
Fig. 2. Role of prediction into fused data.
Fig. 3. Role of impact factor into fused data.
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In this section, we use real data from five large companies. These companies, “foxnews”, “yahoo”, “wunderground”,
“accuweather” and “msn”, have predicted air temperature every 45 min in the city of “San Jose” in “California”.1 It is
important to note that, none of these companies have physical sensors in this city. In most cases, the data from these
companies are compatible and they confirm each other. However, there are cases where the predictions do not match
each other and has different values at the same time. Our purpose in this paper is to present an efficient algorithm
to identify and deal with uncertainty and inconsistencies in the sources, leading to a logical conclusion about the
temperature with high probability. Fig. 4(top) shows the temperature prediction of each source (company) in San Jose.
This figure illustrates that not at all time the data from sources confirm each other. For example in turn 60, source
value is {50, 50, 50, 49 and 50}. This shows that forth source is inconsistent. Turn 84 with source values {55, 53, 53,
50 and 52}  shows that 55 and 50 have some inconsistency and 52, 53 and 53 confirm each other. This example shows
that a constant distance in different measurement value is not equal. The proposed method in this paper, identify and
handle this problem with two part; clustering and updating. In our clustering method, we calculate the chain of sourcesPlease cite this article in press as: Alyannezhadi, M.M., et al., An efficient algorithm for multisensory data fusion under uncertainty
condition. J. Electr. Syst. Inform. Technol. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jesit.2016.08.002
measurement or observation. Each measurement can confirm a measurement if distance between them be lower or
equal to distance. Each member of every chain in our clustering, confirm another members in its chain. When a small
1 Taken from http://lunadong.com/fusionDataSets.htm.
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hain is away from another chain, the chain is inconsistent. In generally, when some small chains are away from another
hain (their number of members must be high), the small chains are inconsistent.
In update method, when a measurement is far away prediction, weight of the measurement is less than another
easurements. This claim can be proved with the Eq. (4) that shows in Eqs. (5)–(7) proved.
if
∣∣zi − ˆZ
∣∣ > ∣∣zj − ˆZ
∣∣ (5)
Then
1
α  + ∣∣ ˆZ −  Zi
∣∣ <
1
α  + ∣∣ ˆZ −  Zj
∣∣ (6)
Thus Wi <  Wj (7)
Fig. 5 shows minimum and maximum values of all measurements at each turn. At some points all source measure-
ents provide equal predictions, e.g. at turn 39, whereas at some points, such as in turn 21, the predicted temperature
ifference for the sources is as high as 9.
Finally, in Fig. 5, the results of fused data using the proposed method is demonstrated. The first prediction at stage 2
ith MLP is shown as green star and fused data in uncertain point is shown in blue plus. Red graph is the resulted graph
fter fusion of 5 sources. It can be seen that the fused sources always fall within minimum and maximum values. As
an be seen in Fig. 5, MLP predictor predict 50.49 for turn 31, but this prediction in incorrect and the proposed method
ust ignore it. Fused temperature in turn 31 is 44.64 that shows the proposed method ignored incorrect prediction and
used temperature tend to average of sources measurement. In other hand, MLP predictor predict 51.15 for turn 50 and
his prediction is probably correct. Fused temperature is 51.16 and also sources measurement confirmed this prediction
deviation is low after update).
In another experiment, we apply our proposed method to the predicted data at San Francisco in California. We fused
he temperatures for two cases of 5 and 7 sources. In this part we calculate similarity between two fused temperature
eries. Fig. 6 shows 5 and 7 sources measurement for San Francisco. Also, Fig. 7 shows fused temperature for the
ases of 5 and 7 sources, respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 7b, cnn temperature’s report in turn 164 is 10 and it is
bsolutely inconsistency. We fused data with five and seven sources. In five sources, cnn Company is not exist. Result
f the proposed method with five sources measurement is 49.76. Fortunately, the proposed method with 7 sources can
e ignore cnn measurement and its result is 48.86 (Table 1).Please cite this article in press as: Alyannezhadi, M.M., et al., An efficient algorithm for multisensory data fusion under uncertainty
condition. J. Electr. Syst. Inform. Technol. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jesit.2016.08.002
We calculate mean square distance (MSD), root-mean square distance (RMSD) and mean absolute distance (MAD)
etween fused temperature for two cases of 5 and 7 sources. To calculate MSD, RMSD and MAD, we use an equation
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Fig. 6. Source measurement for San Francisc; (a) five sources measurement; (b) seven sources measurement.
Table 1
Distance between fused temperature with five and seven sources
measurement.
MAD MSD RMSD0.232 0.191 0.437
similar to (mean square error) MSE. The following equations show that how we calculate these parameters between
signal s  and v  of length N:
MSD (s,  v) = 1
N
N∑
i=1
(si −  vi)2 (8)Please cite this article in press as: Alyannezhadi, M.M., et al., An efficient algorithm for multisensory data fusion under uncertainty
condition. J. Electr. Syst. Inform. Technol. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jesit.2016.08.002
RMSD (s, v) =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(si −  vi)2 (9)
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Fig. 7. Fused temperature for San Francisc; (a) five sources measurement, (b) seven source measurement.
Table 2
MSD between fused temerature and sources measurement.
Sources/MSD Fused data with 5 sources Fused data with 7 sources
Yahoo 8.89 8.74
Accuweather 8.89 8.74
Foxnews 8.89 8.74
Wunderground 10.39 10.15
msn 22.23 21.70
Cnn * 8.74
w
y
eFindlocalweather * 21.60
MAD (s,  v) = 1
N
N∑
i=1
|si −  vi| (10)
Fig. 7 shows that yahoo, accuweather and foxnews measurements provide almost similar predictions. However,
underground and msn measurement are different from other sources. Thus, we expected fused data to be closer toPlease cite this article in press as: Alyannezhadi, M.M., et al., An efficient algorithm for multisensory data fusion under uncertainty
condition. J. Electr. Syst. Inform. Technol. (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jesit.2016.08.002
ahoo, accuweather and foxnews measurements. In Table 2, we show the MSD between our fused temperature and
ach source. It is seen that MSD values confirm our expectations.
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4.  Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new algorithm for data fusion in uncertainty and inconsistency conditions. Our proposed
algorithm consists of a clustering technique, neural network and finally new update prediction rules for MLP. We
examined our proposed method using Meteorological data. The experimental results show strength of the proposed
method and its ability to cope with uncertain and inconsistent sources. In addition to meteorological data, the proposed
method can be applied on every observations and measurement with the same nature. In other words, the proposed
method cannot work for measurement or observation with different natures for example temperature and wind speed.
It can also be used for mobile applications, windows application and websites to identify and handle uncertainty and
inconsistency. These are applications that can be further addressed in the future.
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